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THE CHALLENGE
No matter which virtual platform you

Eyewear Connects to Your
Virtual Brand

show up with, your single most

Glasses become a part of your face

important accessory is your eyewear.

and are also, a large accessory that

It's almost the first part of you we see.

tells a story about who you are.

Updating Your Look

Function & Style

Outdated eyewear is an instant

Round, rectangle, cat-eye, aviator

giveaway. Current eyewear is a

and everything in between can

worthwhile investment that will pay

support your vision needs and help

off for your virtual brand.

you look the part.

Front & Center - Eyewear

THE REPORT
Choose With Purpose
Whether they are on or off for reading, fulltime or just when you’re not wearing
contacts, your eyewear should be
intentional in how they relate specifically to
you.
The shape, color, material and overall style
are critical to your virtual brand, your role
and communication. Eyewear is an
extension of who you are and it’s an instant
story teller.
Revisit your current frames and take a solid
look at how they align with your virtual
brand. Are they professorial? Funky? In
disrepair? Do they reflect your goals?

Presenting yourself with your best face forward
for virtual business is non-negotiable if you want
to stay on top or move up.
For ultimate success, if you're a woman, your
image and personal power must be congruent.
Your eyewear is a significant component to your
virtual messaging and strength.

The 7 Points for Selection
1) Fit/Comfort- If you wear glasses you
clearly understand the need to fit the bridge
of your nose, the back of your ears, and the
depth of the lens for vision requirements.
These are elements you can't compromise or
you will never wear them. We've all had ill
fitting glasses and been in agony after having
them on for an hour.

3) Material- Some people need or want to
have plastic, wire, horn, wood, titanium, or a
combination of materials. This is where
comfort and function comes first and then
style personality.
Another critical factor for material is the
thickness of the frame. Does it allow us to
see your eyes or does it overpower you?

2) Distance & Computer- Most of us who
wear glasses need at least two pairs. Your
virtual meeting pair might possibly be for middistance to your laptop or desktop, and also,
include a magnification section. *Not
necessarily for healthier eyes.
Heavy frames on the left - best for an extrovert
with an urban vibe. Smaller scale on the right very versatile and conveys an eye for details.

The 7 Points for Selection
4) Style Personality- Sales people cannot
help but insert their style bias into your
eyewear fitting. I can’t tell you how many
client appointments I’ve had to stave off a
cat-eye rim! Not everyone has a retro
personal style, or likes sparkles or leopard
print detailing. Be true to your style
personality and your goals.
On the other hand, being stuck in a style rut
is easy when it comes to choosing eyewear.
Same style, different day? Try something
new that doesn't knock the ball clean out of
the park. Aim for 1st base. A new color,
frame finish or material, or a slight change to
the shape that has worked before can boost
your image and confidence.

The glasses on the left are okay...not very exciting
and not a good fit for her face. If she were a sitting
judge or the principal of a private school, maybe.
But she looks too vibrant for the professor vibe.
They don't look like they fit her personality.
The pair on the right aren't a perfect selection for
multiple reasons but this illustrates how adding a
modern touch in style or color can up-level your
energy and personal presence.

The 7 Points for Selection
5) Color- The colors you choose can be for
one or multiple reasons.
a. You have multiple pairs and coordinate
them with your meeting goals. One color for
power, one color for fun, expression, or
approachability.
b. You have one pair and need them to go
with everything.
c. You need or want color to add some
volume to your appearance, or you're a
creative personality. You also might have light
hair and skin or dark hair and skin. These
women will need contrast for power.
d. You need multiple pairs for computer,
distance and driving or activities. This is your
chance to have something different in color.

The glasses on the left are similar to her skin tone
which means they have a subdued message and
can also go with anything she wears because
they are a part of her face.
The pair on the right are black and create some
contrast. Contrast = strength. Depending on her
role and goals she might have both pairs. One for
interfacing with the engineers, one for interfacing
with the C-suite.

The 7 Points for Selection
6) Multiple Pairs- If you are in a leadership
role or in a creative field, I recommend
having no less than two different looks. You
will need and use both depending on your
meeting goals and the type of people you
are engaging with.
Readers & Cheaters- If you MUST do a
drugstore version, choose the best you can
within these helpful guidelines. If you're a
high level executive or have tricky vision
requirements, I would recommend having a
couple pairs from your optometrist. An
easy strategy is to leave one at the office
and one for your home office. Save the
drug store cheaters for your glove
compartment as a back up.

7) How often do you need new frames?
Don’t go longer than 2-3 years. It sounds like it
would be too soon, but the reality is styles and
shapes change significantly in that time period.
Just like your hair, makeup and wardrobe,
keeping current (I'm not saying trendy) tells the
world you are progressive and have your
finger on the pulse.

Polished Poised Professional
One of the biggest potential failures in virtual
business is not understanding how others
perceive you.
Feeling like you're in a virtual image rut?
Wondering how you can get inspired and be
noticed?
My strategies can help you leverage your
inherent features for greater success while
working from home.
Message me today and I'll give you a road
map to your virtual winning edge!

Step into the spotlight
of success!
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